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ABSTRACT
The context of this work is the search for realism and believ-
ability of Virtual Humans. Our contribution to achieve this
goal is to enable Virtual Humans (VH) to react to spon-
taneous events in virtual environments (VE). In order to
reflect the individuality of each VH, these reactions have to
be expressive and unique. In this paper we present firstly
a model of reaction based on personality traits. The model
was defined using statistical analysis of real people reacting
to unexpected events. We also consider that the emotional
state is involved in the modulation of reactions, thus we in-
tegrate a model of emotion update. Secondly, we present a
semantic-based methodology to compose reactive animation
sequences using inverse kinematics (IK) and key frame (KF)
interpolation animation techniques. Finally, we present an
application that demonstrates how Virtual Humans can pro-
duce different movements as reaction to unexpected stimuli,
depending on their personality traits and emotional state.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics
and Realism; J.4 [Social and Behavioral Sciences]: Psy-
chology

General Terms
Animation, Virtual reality, Cognitive simulation

Keywords
virtual humans animation, semantics, reactive behavior, ex-
pressive animation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The lack of believability of virtual humans (VH) is par-

tially due to the fact that we are unable to produce varied
animations that are coherent with the context and with the
individual traits of each character. A particular situation is
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when these characters are not able to perform individual-
ized reactions to unexpected events in the environment. We
fail on reflecting individuality because in most of the cases
VHs are animated with the same animations for one kind of
reaction. One solution for individualized and varied anima-
tion is to use many animation sequences reproduced by real
actors, instead of having a limited selection of movements.
This approach is used in the most popular interactive games.
However, large animation repositories are difficult to handle
and are not enough to achieve the impression of individual-
ity.

Our main goal is to enhance the believability of Virtual
Humans by enabling them to produce spontaneous reactions
to unexpected events in a VE. In order to verify the hy-
pothesis that reactions are highly dependent on personality
traits, we conducted an experiment where we observed how
people with different personalities reacted in different ways
to similar stimuli. To be able to extract personality traits
from people and describe them for VHs, we used Five Fac-
tor Model(FFM) [13] of personality. We also consider that
not only personality, but also emotional state is involved in
the modulation of reactions. In particular, motion speed
and certain hand or body gestures that reflect the current
emotional state. Therefore, the working principle of our pro-
posal is this: the specific reaction to a given event is defined
as a function of personality; perception defines (selects) the
basic characteristics of the reaction (general orientation of
the gesture: gaze direction, global body orientation, etc.);
once the basic characteristics of the reaction are defined,
we add emotional clues to the motion to reflect the current
emotional state.

In order to produce individual realistic reactions to un-
expected events, we propose a model of reactions that is
based on individual traits (personality), complemented with
a computational model for synthetic characters which simu-
lates changes of the emotional state. We decompose reaction
movements in simple movements and describe animations
that have emotional content. To organize this information
a semantic-based methodology is applied. We created an
ontology whose domain is the description of individualized
reaction movements in terms of character animation tech-
niques.

For the synthesis of reactive motion we used a run-time
methodology that combines two animation techniques: In-
verse Kinematics (IK) and Key Frame Interpolation (KF).
IK was used to create desired postures for the reaction, and
KF was used to enhance animations with expressiveness.
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An ontology help us to structure the domain knowledge and
serves as a guide to annotate all the data needed form the an-
imation sequences. We describe VH individualities in terms
of morphology, personality and emotion. We classify and
annotate animations that have expressive meaning by de-
composing animations according to the involved body parts.
Each sub-sequence is considered as a separated action or
body expression. In this way, we can apply different ani-
mation sequences to different body parts, accordingly to the
individuality description of each character. The information
in the ontology is extracted with queries and used by our
application.

The application scenario consists in an animation sequence
where several virtual humans are able to perceive the envi-
ronment and react differently to the situations presented.
The animation displayed is actually a composition created
out of available KF sequences and IK. Changing individu-
ality parameters of a given VH we obtain different reactive
animations that indeed give the impression of personalized
unique reactions.

This paper is organized as follows, next section overviews
previous work on commercial and research projects aimed
at producing VH with realistic autonomous behavior. Later
we describe our representation of individualities and the pro-
posed models. We continue by describing in detail the for-
mal specification of personality and individuality of VH by
means of an ontology. Finally we present an application sce-
nario where we have put in practice the proposed method-
ology and tools, and our conclusions and future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The successful video game “The Sims” by Will Wright

(1998) is a representative example of the state of the art in
character animation. This game provides high level of inter-
action between user and avatar. Interest on the game is kept
due to the dynamics of the character’s individuality. Person-
alities are chosen to fit the role you want your Sim to play,
the virtual characters can be considered semiautonomous.
However, animation still looks robotic and the database of
movements seems to be limited: repetitive movements. Re-
active animations -to express surprise, and other reactions
to unexpected events- in general are reduced to a unique
motion sequence which is not individualized. However, this
system uses personality descriptors (outgoing, playful, neat,
active and nice) which drive the character’s behavior. Most
of the systems that integrate models of behavior include de-
tailed models of personality and emotions [1]. The state of
the art in models and methods that cover models of emotion
and personality generating expressions and behaviors can be
found in [26].

The synthesis of expressive behaviors has been implemented
using perceptual parameters (e.g. speed, fluidity) to regulate
the dynamics of the agent in different modalities [15]. In [3]
authors propose to use Laban Movement Analysis (LMA)
to provide parameters of Shape and Effort to generate more
natural movements. However, mentioned parameters are not
directly labeled with a emotion or personality traits, but
they allow the agent to express itself in different manners.
In [23], authors used decomposition of body movements for
describing important cues of personality to provide hight
level control of affective story characters.

Since reactive animations are movements difficult to re-
produce by hand due to their specificity and variability, they

are usually created from motion capture data. To be able to
perform a realistic reaction, a large database of motion cap-
ture data is required, together with a search engine to find
the most suitable animation. For example, to produce real-
istic reactive animations out of motion capture data, some
authors apply motion blending, dynamic constraints [32] or
physical constraints [24]. Komura et al. [10] used motion
capture mixed with momentum-based IK. IK was used to
keep the balance of the character. On these approaches, au-
thors deal with the passive effect of an impact. In [8], the
realism of the reaction was improved by making the arms of
the character react in a protective way when falling down.
These animations are physically realistic, but not individu-
alized.

Some of the described work that aims at the formal defi-
nition of individualities point to the integration of computa-
tional models of psychology. Since our approach is similar,
in following section we describe the solution we adopted for
the representation of our models.

3. DEFINING INDIVIDUALITIES FOR VIR-
TUAL HUMANS

Individual behavior results from the interaction of three
components: (1) personality-based predispositions for be-
havior, (2) moods/emotions and (3) environmental situa-
tions [19]. Personality can be considered as a consistent
state in a long period of time, while emotions are short and
inconsistent. In this section we will describe models that
where used to create individualized reactions.

3.1 Personality Models
To represent personalities there exist several psycholog-

ical models that provide dimensional representations that
go from three up to seven dimensions. One of them is
the Big three model [7], which relies on biological basis
of socialization-psychoticism introversion-extraversion and
neuroticism-stability to describe personality. However, a
competing model, the Five Factor Model [13] is the most
popular used for computational models is which defines the
following dimensions:

Openness refers to how willing people are to make adjust-
ments in notions and activities in accordance with new
ideas or situations

Conscientiousness high in Conscientiousness tend to be
organized, thorough, and planful.

Extraversion defined as a trait characterized by a keen
interest in other people and external events, and ven-
turing forth with confidence into the unknown

Agreeableness measures how compatible people are with
other people, or basically how able they are to get
along with others

Neuroticism is a dimension of personality defined by sta-
bility and low anxiety at one end as opposed to insta-
bility and high anxiety at the other end

FFM has been integrated in several models for synthetic
characters, e.g. [22] [11]. In the search of modeling indi-
vidual reactive behavior, we used FFM in an experiment to
analyze the influence of each personality factor on the type
of reaction, which is explained right after.
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3.2 Personality Influences Reactions
For finding out the influence of personalities to a type of

reaction, we conducted an experiment where 20 people par-
ticipated. It consisted in inducing participants to a spon-
taneous reaction and applying them a test to obtain their
personality profile [18]. This test results in the quantifica-
tion of previously described personality traits in a scale of 0
to 100. The conditions of the experiment were to have the
person standing up with the body free of obstacles (like a
back-pack or a purse), in front of a computer answering the
personality test. After some time, the subject was called
from the back and a ball was thrown towards him/her. We
obtained different reactions for the same kind of stimuli,
such as avoiding the ball, catching the ball, closing the eyes,
contracting the upper body (a protective movement), etc.
As it is very complex to classify all movements we had to
group them to simplify the data analysis. We defined the
following types of reactions:

Intercept : to catch the ball or to use the hands to avoid
contact with the ball.

Avoid to move the body in the opposite direction from
where the stimulus is coming from.

Protect to contract the chest, to protect the body from the
impact of the ball, or close the eyes.

There were of course several reactions that could fall in
two of the described categories, but as we aim at the de-
composition of these movements we had to classify them
in the closest description. Unfortunately important move-
ment’s characteristics such as the power of the movement,
the speed, etc, were not considered because it should take
more specialized studies and a statistical classification would
be not possible.

We wanted to find out whether there was a correlation
between the type of reaction and personality traits, thus we
decided to use classification trees. This kind of analysis can
predict responses on a categorical dependent variable from
one or more predictor variables. Decision trees are easy to
understand and easy to convert to a set of production rules.
However, these algorithms are unstable because slight vari-
ations in the training data can result in different attribute
selections and the effect can be significant since attribute
choices affect all descendant subtrees. Within the data min-
ing WEKA software [31], we performed a supervised ap-
proach for classification called J48 which is an implementa-
tion of of Quinlan’s model C4.5 [21]. This algorithm works
as follows:

1. Choose an attribute that best differentiates the output
attribute values.

2. Create a separate tree branch for each value of the
chosen attribute.

3. Divide the instances into subgroups so as to reflect the
attribute values of the chosen node.

4. For each subgroup, terminate the attribute selection
process if:

(a) All members of a subgroup have the same value
for the output attribute, terminate the attribute
selection process for the current path and label

Extraversion

Openness

Conscientiousness Avoid Protect Intercept

Extraversion

AvoidIntercept

<=63 >63

<=35 >35 <=79 >79

<=52 >52

Figure 1: Decision tree for reactive motion.

the branch on the current path with the specified
value.

(b) The subgroup contains a single node or no further
distinguishing attributes can be determined. As
in (a), label the branch with the output value seen
by the majority of remaining instances.

5. For each subgroup created in (3) that has not been
labeled as terminal, repeat the above process.

From this analysis we got a model that could classify cor-
rectly the majority of the instances in our data set (17/20).

The decision tree that we obtained (presented in figure 1)
is a practical solution to produce different reactions depend-
ing on personality descriptors associated to virtual charac-
ters. However, one can argue about the coherent significa-
tion of the influence of some personality traits in the reac-
tion, which is the case of conscientiousness. From the pre-
vious definition of conscientiousness, one can suppose that
this trait does not influence spontaneous reactions because
there is not much time to think about making a good or bad
decision when performing a reaction. On the other hand,
from the statistical point of view, there is a relationship be-
tween conscientiousness and the reaction. This is one of the
problems when working with psychological approaches, per-
sonality is a very diffuse concept and the results obtained
may not be applicable to other populations. However, for
the simulation of an individual reactive behavior, a model
like this one will definitely help to improve realism in syn-
thetic characters because it comes out from small but real
information.

Next section describes how emotional state is used as mod-
ulator of the reaction movements.

3.3 Emotion Models
To describe emotion there are also several models that

have different objectives, e.g. Ekman’s for face expression [6],
OCC [14] largely used for emotion synthesis, Whissel’s ac-
tivation - evaluation space [30] to represent emotions in a
continuous space, etc. These models are readily amenable
to the intentional stance, and are ideally suited to the task
of creating concrete representations of personality and emo-
tions with which to enhance the illusion of believability in
computer characters. These psychological models are used
to create models that simulate emotions in synthetic char-
acters, such as [12] that describes how characters can copy
emotions and change beliefs from appraisal mechanisms; or
DER representation [25] that proposes a model to create
continuous emotion changes, but does not consider person-
ality as influence of emotion. The model we have considered
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for implementing in our system is based on a linear imple-
mentation of a generic update mechanism, and it is described
in the following section.

3.4 Emotion Modulates Motion
The emotion as a dynamic factor in individuals can be

used to modulate expressions during the animation. Thus,
we needed to implement a model that creates a simulation
of emotional change. We derived our implementation from
the Generic Personality and Emotion Model (PEModel) pre-
sented in [5]. This model proposes to use vectors and matri-
ces to represent the emotion, the personality, and a relation
between them. Different vectors are considered: one vector
for personality p with a dimension m where m is the number
of personality dimensions; one vector for emotions e, with
a dimension n where n is the number of emotions; another
vector a of dimension m that contains emotion information
of a desired change in the emotion, called emotion influence;
and a vector wt for the emotional state history. Therefore
the model proposed to simulate emotion is given by the for-
mula:

et+1 = et + Ψ(p, wt, a) + Ω(p, wt) (1)

The function Ψ, based on the personality p, the current
emotional state history wt and the emotion influence a, cal-
culates the change of the emotional state as a result of the
emotion influence. And the function Ω represents the in-
ternal change such as decay of emotional state. Given this
model the implementation can be made in different ways.
For our implementation, we define this as a matrix of dimen-
sion [mxn] that we will call Personality-Emotion Influence
Matrix : P0. This means that a given personality has associ-
ated different emotional states with varying intensities. The
matrix P0 is defined depending on the model of personality
and emotion being used. Then, assuming that personality
does not change, we can calculate the product of P0 and p,
which will give a vector u indicating the importance of each
emotion depending on the personality dimensions. This vec-
tor is used to construct the diagonal of the matrix P , thus
for each emotion the matrix P contains a value that defines
how strong an emotion can be given by the personality p.
Thus the function Ψ is defined by:

Ψ(p, wt, a) = P ¦ a (2)

As we wanted to keep it simple, for this implementation we
are neither considering the emotion history wt, nor the inter-
nal change decay (Ω function). The impact of not consider
this would be a not so realistic performance in a long term
in the animation.

The models described in these sections are the basis to
create individualized VHs. To be able to practically imple-
ment them we have opted to make a formal representation
of the knowledge using ontologies. Ontologies fill the gap
between the theory and the practice because we can express
the described concepts as an ontology and use this as the
structure of a database for feeding the required information
to our system. Next section describes this semantic layer.

4. SEMANTICS FOR REACTIVE MOTION
SYNTHESIS

Personalizing gestures and reactions strongly contributes
to the believability of virtual humans. As a consequence of

String

float

hasUnitSystem
hasValue

String

float

Name

Value

Int
float

Int

{F,M}

hasAge

hasHeight

hasWeight

hasGender

Virtual Human IndividualDescriptor

MorphologicalDescriptor

hasIndividualDescriptor

hasGeometry

Emotion Personality

isA isA

Dimension

hasDimension*

Geometry

hasMorphologicalDescriptor

hasDimension*

hasInfluence*

BodyPartMeasurement

hasBodyPartSize*

beolongsToModelPart

BodyPart

Figure 2: Virtual Human individuality.

personalization, we obtain more diversity of movements. In
order to modify animations to reflect individuality, we must
express in a formal language the parameters that define per-
sonality and emotional state and how they affect animation.
These semantics has been formally represented inside an on-
tology using Protégé [20] and OWL [27]. The advantage of
this semantic formalization is that we can query this knowl-
edge base to retrieve all the descriptions of the VHs and
associated animations, and this is application independent.
The queries we performed are in SPARQL [28], which is a
plug-in for Protégé software.

4.1 Representation of Individual Virtual Hu-
mans

The individuality of a virtual human can be given by visi-
ble and not visible aspects. The visible one is the appearance
which is described in its morphology; and the not visible is
its internal “configuration” described by the personality and
emotional state. These aspects provide a semantic defini-
tion of virtual humans and should be taken into account
at animation-time. Character’s morphology constrains the
animation in terms of anatomical measurements. Personal-
ity traits can determine the action to perform under certain
circumstances. The emotional state defines a particular way
of performing an action, and can communicate character’s
feelings. Finally, character morphology confines motion to
some physical capabilities.

Individuality depends on personality and emotional state.
Personality and emotions can be described in terms of sev-
eral dimensions. Each dimension represents the tendency
of characters to perform some actions. We represent the
relationship of influence between personality and emotion.
In figure 2, we show the interrelations of the meta-data we
just described. The morphology is also represented as de-
scription of the shape of the human body; it has properties
like: weight, height, gender, age, etc. In the case of 3D
VH, the morphology is inherent to the geometry. Moreover,
geometry has other features such as skeletal structure and
landmarks which are used to drive the animation and set
skinning parameters to deform the geometry.
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Figure 3: Character Animation Composition.

ReactionMovement

RiseArms

StepToward

StepBack

handOrientation
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columnInclination

isA

BodyPart

Movement

IsComposedOf

Figure 4: Semantics for Reactive synthetic move-
ment using IK.

4.2 Representation of Expressive Reaction Move-
ment

The way we relate individual reactions and expressive-
ness in the animation is by using two different animation
techniques: Inverse Kinematics (IK) and Key Frame inter-
polation (KF). The VH’s geometry is driven by a skeletal
structure, which has joints that act as articulations. The
Skeleton can be segmented in body parts, and each body
part has their own joints (i.e. the arm has shoulder, elbow
and wrist joints). In each body part, we can apply trans-
formations from one of the two animation types: IK or KF.
This is illustrated in the diagram of figure 3.

We decided to use IK for specific postures, for example to
put the hands in a desired position. These postures are func-
tion of anatomical measurements (e.g. to synthesize a step
backwards we need to know the legsŠ length in order to com-
pute for example how much the root should move). IK will
produce a rough version of the intended animation. In figure
4, we describe the simple movements (StepAgainst, StepTo-
ward, etc) that compose a reactive movement, a detailed im-
plementation of IK and these movement can be found in [9].
As IK-based animation tends to be very robotic, we try to
enhance the expressivity and realism by using KF animation
to control other body parts different from the ones affected
by IK.

The KF animations are firstly classified in motion cate-
gories: Locomotion, Interaction, Communication and Emo-

FaceAngry

ArmsOverHead

HandsClosed
ShouldersContracted

….

string
float

string

hasFileName
hasDuration

hasDescription

Float

Float

Start

Duration

describesEmotion

Emotion

KeyFrame

BodyPart
Movement

IsComposedOf

AnimationSegment

Description

hasCategory

Motion
Category

Interaction

Locomotion

hasBodyPartMovement

belongsTo
Is A Emotional Gestures

Comunication

Figure 5: Description of emotional expressions using
FK.

tional Gestures. In order to be able to enhance synthetic an-
imations with emotional expressiveness, we annotated exist-
ing animation sequences that contain specific motions with
emotional meaning. How emotions are performed through
the body started to be studied by Darwin [4], who said that
there are specific movements in human beings that are per-
formed depending on a specific emotional state. This ap-
proach has been supported by experimental research in body
expression [29]. In table 1, there is the description we used to
define body part movements and their relation with emotion.
Therefore, we have segmented animations on body parts:
face, head, upper body, lower body and hands. By observ-
ing the movement of each part, we established a relation-
ship: KeyFrameAnimation isComposedOf an Animation-
SegmentDescription that hasBodyPartMovement that de-
scribesEmotion. An example of this relationship could be
where a ConversationAnimation isComposedOf HandsAni-
mation that hasBodyPartMovement HandsClosed that de-
scribesEmotion Angry. Figure 5 presents the ontology dia-
gram of the segment description of animation segments.

Next section shows how we put these ideas into prac-
tice. We implemented a virtual environment where VH are
characterized by a specific personality and emotional state,
which will define the way they react to different stimuli.

5. APPLICATION SCENARIO
The scenario we present aims to illustrate the different

reactions that VHs can perform accordingly to individual
traits. The description of this individuality is by means of
the FFM personality model and we consider six emotional
states: Sad, Angry, Happy, Disgust, Fear and Surprised.
For each character we used arbitrary values to define their
individuality and stored them in the ontology. This ontology
contains also information about animations as described in
section 3.2. To retrieve this information from the ontology
we used Protégé software [20] that allows us to make queries
using SPARQL [28]. An example of a query is to extract
the body part animations that have been annotated with a
given emotion. The query results also include the file name
where the animations are contained, the start time and the
duration. Query results are parsed by the 3D application
which also extracts and uses the data.
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. Emotion Head Upper Body Hands Movement Quality
Sad Down, hanging Contracted - Slow, passive

Angry Erect Expanded, rigid Opening and closing High movement
Happy Up Erect -
Disgust Downward Contracted, Arms crossed, - No expansive movements

rise shoulders
Fear - Arms over the head, rise shoulders, Opening and closing -

arms against chess

Table 1: List of emotions associated with specific body part movements.

Figure 6: Simulation of view, hearing and touch sen-
sors with bounding boxes.

We have used the 3D development kit [16], where we can
visualize and animate H-Anim compliant characters. To
simulate perception, we developed basic perception sensors
that let characters perceive events and interact with nearby
objects. In the Figure 6 we present the sensors using bound-
ing boxes attached to a specific joint: vision is the trapezoid,
audition is the circle, and touch is the yellow rectangle. For
the collision detection and physical simulation of some ob-
jects we used Aegia Physics Software [17].

To animate the characters we use two animation libraries,
a Key Frame player, and an Inverse Kinematics controller [2].
Using IK we create the reactive animation to perform (in-
tercept, avoid, etc.), and with the KF we play any action
and expressive animations according to the emotional state
of the character. When characters are not reacting, they
perform a predefined stack of actions: walk, talk, wait, etc,
which are defined using the motion category. These actions
can be also composed with expressive movements (anima-
tion segments that have emotional meaning).

The animation composition consist in having one main
animation (KF or IK) in the Upper and/or Lower body and
secondary animations segments (KF) in the hands, head and
face. The secondary animations are for performing those an-
imations that were annotated with emotional content. We
have annotated 120 animations considering the six emotional
sates. The main issue to solve when playing different ani-
mations in parallel is the coordination and synchronization
-duration- of animations. Thus we take as main duration the
one of the main animation. When blending the two kinds of
animation: KF and IK, there is no problem of coordination,
it is possible to set a transition value from the actual posture
to the final posture of the IK.

Spontaneous reactions happen when unexpected events -

Figure 7: Initial scene.

stimuli- occur in the environment. Each VH has a reactive
controller, which performs the following sequence:

1. perceive an event, turn the head to look at it;

2. get a type of reaction depending on its personality us-
ing the decision tree model described in section 3.2;

3. compute the reaction posture according to the stimulus
position and set the end effectors of the arms and/or
legs (body parts affected by IK);

4. update emotional state with the intensity of the pre-
dominant emotion depending on the personality of the
VH, as described in section 3.4;

5. get expressive KF animations for the remaining body
parts according to the current emotional state.

In our scenario we have 4 virtual humans (see figure 7):
Helena, Peter, Brian and Lydia (from top left to bottom
right); they have different personalities and emotional states.
The ideal1 scenario is presented in figure 8. The animation
starts when Peter comes behind Helena (a) and screams to
say “hi!” to her (b). She reacts and becomes angry, turns
away from Peter and kicks a pot on the roof (c). The pot
falls down. As Brian and Lydia hear something they look
up and realize that a pot is falling over them (d). Brian gets
surprised and tries to catch the pot (e). Lydia feels fear and
tries to protect her self (f).

1“Ideal”, because it does not happen like this all the time.
VH actions depend on their current personality and emotion
configurations
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To create a continuous animation we defined a list of ac-
tions to be performed during the sequence while any reac-
tions are performed. For every animation, including the re-
action, we complement them with expressiveness by adding
secondary expressive animation segments, where selected
segments correspond to the actual emotional state.

By changing the personality values we are able to obtain
different reactions. Moreover, as the stimulus comes from
a different direction, the reaction simulation looks different
every time.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed to improve believability of VH

by enabling characters to display a reactive behavior to un-
expected events. VH reactions are individualized by using
a reaction model that consist on a decision tree based on
a statistical analysis of real people reacting. Moreover, we
considered an emotion update model to increase expressive-
ness to VH’s reactions. The synthesis of the reaction is the
combination of two animation techniques Key frame inter-
polation and inverse Kinematics. IK was used to produce
reaction postures: intercept, avoid and protect; and KF was
used to enhance animation with expressiveness in the body
parts that were not used by IK. We use an ontology to anno-
tate animation segments that contained emotional meaning,
and to describe the individualization of characters.

The reactive model presented is good enough to provide
a simulation of different personalized reactions. However,
the actual reaction types and animation sequences should
be validated by psychology theories. The animation synthe-
sis sometimes produced weird postures due to the IK, this
could be fixed by adding more constraints to each type of
movement. So far, we have annotated key-frames anima-
tions in a subjective way, depending on author’s personal
judgment. Animation annotation resulted to be a very ex-
haustive work, thus we plan to be able to annotate and clas-
sify animation sequences in a semi-automatic way. This may
require pattern recognition techniques and the definition of
specific criteria to qualify movements. However results were
quite appealing. This work provides a generic platform that
can be further parameterized to better fit different psycho-
logical models; and render virtual characters more and more
expressive and to some extent, unpredictable.
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